TRADEMARK DISCLAIMER. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or Service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation. or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof or its contractors or subcontractors. Other goals of the BSI sessions were to validate the As-Is process, and describe the vision of the To-Be process that fit the baseline software processes. In the future, this documentation will be accessible electronically via a read-only shared area.
I thank you and your staff for your support during this information gathering and envisioning stage of the new system implementation project Assumptions 0 Major assumption is that this "as is" process for work by Other Hanford Contractors for PHMC will be input into procurement process and be handled like any other contract procurement. This assumption is mission critical.
0 Assumption is that no electronic file transfer of costs between OHC and PHMC needs to be maintained (CLH or something else). Costing would occur same as any other procurement. This assumption is not mission critical.
Policies 0 Business policy is that all procurement of services including those from OHC will be captured in procurement system.
As-Is Procedures 1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
PHMC initiates request for work PHMC sponsor identifies need for work from OHC and prepares work order (W/O) with Letter of Instruction (LOI) and Statement of Work (SOW) which is sent to FDH Acquisitions dept.
FDH Acquisitions processes purchase order FDH Acquisitions reviews and accepts W/O along with funding and forwards to FDH Accounting and OHC.
Work Order entered into FDS FDH Accounting inputs work order into FDS.
OHC performs work OHC performs the work in the W/O and accumulates costs.
OHC sends cost information to PHMC OHC sends cost file to FDH weekly via Clearinghouse (CLH). This electronic file books OHC costs into FDS and serves as backup to OHC invoice.
